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A groundbreaking recovery method for stroke survivors who don't want to give up on life!Many
stroke patients are sent home with lingering disabilities and told they can do nothing more. But
there really are no limits on how fully they can recover--if they do the right things. This innovative
workbook presents simple, effective, scientifically based recovery plans to help stroke survivors
become capable and active again. They help you recover your ability to walk, speak, think, use
your hands, swallow and see better. A nutritional plan helps your brain and body heal. Weekly
and daily worksheets let you to track your progress for 3 months. There is plenty of work
involved--but you will be in charge and there is no limit to how much you can achieve.Author
Roger Maxwell researched this effective home-based recovery program after his own stroke.
Through his own efforts he fully recovered. He is a full-time patent attorney and an avid
marathon runner.

`Taking Charge of Your Stroke Recovery' Taking Charge of Your Stroke Recovery: How to Pick
Up When Rehab Ends, Complete Your Recovery and Be Better Than You Ever Were Before! is
for stroke survivors who aren't willing to give up. This book by Roger Maxwell, Kathy Maxwell
and Daveda Lamont helps readers move forward at their own pace. The Taking Charge
workbook presents clear, simple and practical plans that take stroke survivors from where they
are now to recovery from common stroke disabilities. --StrokeSmart magazine, the publication of
the National Stroke Association, March-April 2009From the PublisherThe innovative stroke
recovery plans included in this easy-to-use, portable workbook are based on the most effective,
tested science on how to maximize your gains. Cheerful illustrations make the workbook eye
pleasing, and convenient fill-in forms enable the stroke survivor and/or caregiver to keep track of
all the stroke survivor's progress day by day. Blank plans are also enclosed to let you fill in the
recommendations of healthcare pros or therapists, and even design your own special recovery
plans if you wish.From the AuthorAuthors Roger and Kathy Maxwell and Daveda Lamont worked
to make this stroke recovery book as helpful, effective and simple as they could. They believe
that far more stroke survivors would recover if they simply knew what to do and how to do it. This
book fills a huge gap in the stroke literature and brings self-directed recovery from lingering
stroke disabilities within anyone's reach.About the AuthorJust 6 months after his wedding, Roger
Maxwell had a massive stroke. After insurance ran out, he was left with severely compromised
vision, speech, balance, was unable to swallow, and had no chance of walking without a cane
for the rest of his life. Told he could do nothing but "cross his fingers," he refused to accept this
"life sentence." He researched and devised a program that enabled him to recover fully. He
wants all stroke survivors to benefit from what he learned.Roger is featured on the cover of the
May-June 2009 issue of StrokeSmart magazine, and writes a regular nutrition column for the



magazine.Read more
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This is a sample. The number of pages displayed is limited. This is a sample. The number of
pages displayed is limited.      Pages 7 - 320 are not included in this sample.
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Yvonne Davis, “Really Good Book. This Book Has A lot Of Good Ideas That I Am Using For My
Husband Thanks”

The book by D.E. Lamont has a rating of  5 out of 3.9. 3 people have provided feedback.
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